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Abstract

A hybrid modeling network, consisting of several Monte Carlo and fluid models, is developed for a dc glow
discharge typically used for mass spectrometry, in a mixture of Ar with 1% H . The species described in the model2

are: electrons; Ar ions and fast Ar atoms; ArH , H , H and H ions; H atoms; and H molecules; as well as Arq q q q q
2 3 2

metastable atoms. Sixty-three reactions are taken into account in the model. The calculated densities of the various
plasma species are presented. The electrons and Ar ions are the dominant charged species in the plasma, withq

densities in the order of 10 cm . Furthermore, the ArH and H ions have a relatively high density(in the order11 y3 q q
3

of a few 10 cm ), whereas the H and H densities are negligible(order of 10 –10 cm ). The dissociation10 y3 q q 6 7 y3
2

degree of the H molecules was calculated to be very low(approx. 0.02%), yielding H and H densities in the order2 2

of 10 and 10 cm , respectively. The relative contribution of different production and loss processes of the14 11 y3

electrons, different ions, H atoms, H molecules and Ar metastable atoms are also calculated. Finally, a comparison2

is made between a pure Ar discharge and a glow discharge in a mixture of Arq1% H .2
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Glow discharges are used, among others, for the
spectrochemical analysis of(mainly) solid mate-
rials w1,2x. Recently, there has been increasing
interest in the effect of small amounts of H on2

the analytical results of Ar glow dischargesw3–8x.
It has been shown that some optical emission line
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E-mail address: annemie.bogaerts@ua.ac.be(A. Bogaerts).

intensities increase while others decrease when
H is addedw3–6x. Also, the relative sensitivity2

factors of different elements in glow discharge
mass spectrometry(which are a measure of the
ionization efficiency) appear to be influenced by
the addition of H w7,8x. More specifically, a better2

correlation could be obtained between measured
relative sensitivity factors and values predicted
with simple empirical equilibrium modelsw7,8x.
This might open perspectives for the future,
because accurate knowledge of relative sensitivity
factors is needed for quantitative analysisw1x.
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Glow discharges and other kinds of discharge
plasmas in Ar–H mixtures, used for various kinds2

of applications, have also been investigated by
other authorsw9–20x. In Knewstubb and Tickner
w9x, Meulenbroeks et al.w10x and Mason et al.
w11x, the addition of H was found to cause a drop2

in the ionization in the discharge, and in the Ar
ion and electron concentrations. Different kinds of
processes appear to be responsible for this drop,
depending on the discharge conditions. In the
expanding arc discharge plasmaw10x, the respon-
sible process appears to be H-atom transfer
between Ar and H , followed by very efficientq

2

electron—ArH ion recombination. In a fast flow-q

ing glow discharge, with gas mixing close to the
ion exit in order not to disturb the discharge, a
drop in intensity was found for all major ions,
except for Cu , which increased in abundanceq

w11x. In Capitelli and Dilonardow12x, it is found
that the dissociation rate of H was much smaller2

in Ar–H mixtures than in pure H discharges, as2 2

a result of vibration–translation energy exchanges.
Moreover, it is also well recognized that the
addition of H affects the sputter rates in glow2

dischargesw13,14x. The sputter yield by hydrogen
ions is very low, due to their low mass. This also
results in more hydrogen implantation in the metal
surfacew13x. On the other hand, the ArH ionsq

formed in AryH discharges start playing an2

important role in sputtering, due to their higher
kinetic energy than Ar ions when bombardingq

the cathode(because they lose their energy less
efficiently). For the latter reason, it was found
w14x that the sputter rate reaches a maximum at
5–20% H added to the Ar discharge. A number2

of papers have also reported the measurement of
ion energy distributions in AryH dischargesw15–2

17x. Finally, hydrogen Balmer lines were investi-
gated in AryH mixtures in a Grimm-type glow2

discharge, to obtain information on reactions in
the plasmaw18x, on the electron densityw19x and
on the electric field distributionw20x.
A vast number of chemical reactions between

Ar and H species has also been studied for2

conditions typically used in discharge plasmas
w21–32x, providing useful information, such as
cross-sections and rate coefficients, for numerical
investigations of AryH discharges. Based on these2

data, we have recently made a survey of all
possible reactions in AryH mixtures, to investi-2

gate qualitatively the importance of these reactions
and to estimate their effect on the analytical
characteristics of AryH glow dischargesw33x.2

There exist quite a number of papers in the
literature describing the modeling of H in various2

kinds of discharge plasmas in pure H(e.g. micro-2

wave discharges, surface wave discharges, electron
beam produced plasmas, glow discharges) w34–
41x. In most cases, particle balance equations are
used for the H, H *, H , H , H and H speciesy q q q

2 2 3

(or some of these species), although Monte Carlo
models are also applied, e.g. in Dexter et al.w39x
and Simko et al.w40x. Discharges in a mixture of
SiH with H have been investigated with a Parti-4 2

cle-in-cell Monte Carlo(PICyMC) model in Yan
and Goedheerw42,43x. For Ar–H plasmas, how-2

ever, the number of models available in the liter-
ature appears to be rather limited. Only one model
was found, and this was based on particle balance
equationsw44x. This model applies to a thermal
Ar–H plasma, which operates at discharge con-2

ditions completely different from a glow discharge.
In our paper, we present a comprehensive mod-

eling network for an Ar–H glow discharge, based2

on fluid models(with particle balance equations)
and on Monte Carlo models for the electrons, and
for the ionic species and fast Ar atoms in the
cathode dark space(CDS), in order to understand
the effects of H on Ar glow discharges.2

The glow discharge plasma under study operates
under direct current(dc) conditions. The calcula-
tions are performed for the standard cell to analyze
flat samples in a commercial VG9000 glow dis-
charge mass spectrometer. The cell has a length of
1.05 cm and a diameter of 2.5 cm(see below).
The discharge conditions investigated are a voltage
of 1000 V, a gas pressure and temperature of 0.56
torr and 330 K. The corresponding electrical cur-
rent is calculated in the order of 2 mA(see below).
This value correlates well with measured values
for these operating conditions. The gas mixture is
Arq1% H , and is assumed constant and uniform-2

ly distributed in the discharge cell. The H present2

in the plasma is initially all in molecular form.
This can, however, change after the calculations
have reached steady state. The cathode of the glow
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Fig. 1. Cross-sections of the Ar reactions with Ar atoms(sol-q

id lines) and H molecules(dashed lines) taken into account2

in the Ar Monte Carlo model. The numbers of the curvesq

correspond to the numbers in the text.

Fig. 2. Cross-sections of the ArH reactions with Ar atomsq

(solid lines) and H molecules(dashed lines) taken into2

account in the ArH Monte Carlo model. The numbers of theq

curves correspond to the numbers in the text.

discharge cell is made of copper. Atoms and ions
of the cathode material are also present in the
plasma, as a result of cathode sputtering(and
subsequent ionization); see below.

2. Description of the model

Ten different species are taken into account in
the model including: the electrons; Ar , ArH ,q q

H , H and H ions; fast Ar atoms; H atoms;q q q
2 3

and H molecules; as well as metastable Ar atoms.2

The behavior of these species is described with a
number of Monte Carlo and fluid models. The
models are coupled to each other due to the
interaction processes between the species. In the
following, these models will be explained in some
detail, emphasizing the reactions treated in the
models, and the cross-sections used for these
processes. At the end of this section, the interaction
between the different models will be outlined.

2.1. Monte Carlo models for the Ar , ArH , H ,q q q

H and H ions and the fast Ar atomsq q
2 3

All the ions considered in the modeling network
(Ar , ArH , H , H and H ) as well as the fastq q q q q

2 3

Ar atoms, are described with a Monte Carlo model
in the CDS, on their way toward the cathode. Note
that the subdivision between CDS and negative
glow (NG) is made on the basis of the electric
field values calculated in the electron ion fluid
model (see below). More specifically, the region
where the magnitude of the electric field is higher
than 10 Vycm is defined here as the CDS, whereas
the region where the magnitude of the electric
field drops below 10 Vycm is called the NG. At
the present conditions, the CDS extends until
approximately 0.3–0.4 cm from the cathode,
whereas the NG fills the rest of the discharge. In
the CDS, the potential drops rapidly fromy1000
V at the cathode to roughly zero at the end of the
CDS (hence, giving rise to a strong electric field),
whereas the NG is characterized by a small posi-
tive and nearly constant potential, yielding a weak
electric field.
The flux of the ions entering the CDS from the

NG is obtained from the fluid model(see below).
The ions are then accelerated toward the cathode

by the strong electric field, and they are also
subject to collisions. The reactions taken into
account in these Monte Carlo models are briefly
mentioned here, as well as the references where
the cross-sections were taken from. These cross-
sections as a function of ion or atom energy are
presented in Figs. 1–6. The numbers in these
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Fig. 3. Cross-sections of the H reactions with Ar atoms(solidq

lines), H atoms(long dashed lines) and H molecules(short2

dashed lines) taken into account in the H Monte Carlo model.q

The numbers of the curves correspond to the numbers in the
text.

Fig. 4. Cross-sections of the H reactions with Ar atoms(solidq
2

lines) and H molecules(dashed lines) taken into account in2

the H Monte Carlo model. The numbers of the curves cor-q
2

respond to the numbers in the text.

figures correspond to the numbers in the following
summary. The equations of the following reactions
can be found below, in Table 1.

Ar modelq (1) Elastic(isotropic) scattering with Ar
w45x

(2) Elastic backward scattering(i.e. charge
transfer) with Ar w45x

(3) Ionization of Ar w46x
(4) Excitation of Ar to the metastable lev-

els w46x
(5) H-atom transfer with H w47x2

(6) Asymmetric charge transfer with H2
w47x

ArHq

model (7) Elastic scattering with Arw48x
(8) Collision-induced dissociation of Ar,

yielding Ar and H w48xq

(9) Collision-induced dissociation of Ar,
yielding Ar and Hw48xq

(10) Elastic scattering with Hw48x2

(11) Proton transfer with Hw48x2

H modelq (12) Elastic scattering with Arw48,49x
(13) Asymmetric charge transfer with Ar

w47x
(14) Symmetric charge transfer with Hw50x
(15) Total vibrational excitation of H2

w51,52x
(16) Elastic scattering with Hw51,52x2

(17) Asymmetric charge transfer with H2
w51,52x

H modelq
2 (18) Proton transfer with Arw47,48x

(19) Asymmetric charge transfer with Ar
w47,48x

(20) Proton transfer with Hw51,52x2

(21) Symmetric charge transfer with H2
w51,52x

H modelq
3 (22) Elastic scattering with Arw30,47,48x

(23) Proton transfer with Arw30,47,48x
(24) Charge transferqdissociation with Ar

w30,47,48x
(25) Collision-induced dissociation with Ar,

yielding H and Hq
2

w30,47,48x
(26) Collision-induced dissociation with Ar,

yielding H and Hq
2

w30,47,48x
(27) Elastic scattering with Hw31,48,51x2

(28) Proton transfer with Hw31,48,51x2

(29) Proton transferqdissociation of H ,2

yielding H and H w31,48,51xq
2

(30) Proton transferqdissociation of H ,2

yielding H and Hw31,48,51xq
2

(31) Charge transfer with Hqdissociation2

w31,48,51x
(32) Collision-induced dissociation with H ,2

yielding H and Hq
2

w31,48,51x
(33) Collision-induced dissociation with H ,2

yielding H and Hq
2
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Fig. 5. Cross-sections of the H reactions with Ar atoms(a)q
3

and H molecules(b) taken into account in the H Monteq
2 3

Carlo model. The numbers of the curves correspond to the
numbers in the text. In both figures(a) and (b) the collision-
induced dissociation reactions(either with Ar or with H ) are2

presented with dashed lines, whereas all other reactions are
presented with solid lines.

w31,48,51x
(34) Collision-induced dissociation with H ,2

yielding H and 2 Hq

w31,48,51x
Fast Ar
model (35) Elastic scattering with Arw45x

(36) Ionization of Ar w46x
(37) Excitation of Ar to the metastable lev-

els w46x

Some reactions, such as elastic scattering
(including symmetric charge transfer), do not
result in the creation of new species; they only
change the energy and direction of the ions and
atoms. However, most other reactions, such as
proton transfer, asymmetric charge transfer, colli-
sion-induced dissociation, etc. lead to the destruc-
tion of the ions, and the formation of new types
of ions andyor neutrals. These created species are
also followed in the Monte Carlo models(for the
ions and the fast Ar atoms), as well as in the fluid
models(for the ions, the H atoms and H mole-2

cules; see below).
Reactions 3 and 36, i.e. fast Ar ion and Arq

atom impact ionization, give rise to a new electron
and an (additional) Ar ion; the latter is alsoq

followed in the Ar Monte Carlo model, whereasq

the electron is followed in the electron Monte
Carlo model(see below). The rates of reactions 4
and 37, i.e. fast Ar ion and Ar atom impactq

excitation to the Ar metastable level, are used in
the Ar metastable model, to calculate the metasta-
ble density(see below).
All the ions which enter the CDS from the NG,

as well as the ones created from collisions of the
other species in the CDS are followed, until they
are destroyed by chemical reactions or until they
bombard the cathode(or the other cell walls),
where they are assumed to be reflected as neutrals.
The Ar ions (as well as the Ar atoms) areq

reflected for 100% as neutral Ar atoms, with a
fraction of their initial kinetic energy. It has been
shown, for different gas(ion and atom)qmetal
combinations, that the fraction of energy deposited
at the walls increases with the kinetic energy of
the incoming particlesw53,54x. The fraction of
energy deposited on a copper surface as a function
of incoming Ar ion and atom energy is adopted

from Donko w55x. The reflection yield of H ionsq

as H atoms is assumed to be 0.6, independent of
the ion energyw56x. In accordance with Petrovic
et al. w56x we also assumed that the reflection
yield of H , H and ArH ions under the formq q q

2 3

of H atoms is 1.2, 1.8 and 0.6, respectively. The
H atoms are not followed with a MC algorithm,
but their production rate due to reflection is used
as an input in the H–H fluid model(see below).2

The fast Ar atoms created:(i) by neutralized
reflection at the walls of the Ar ions;(ii) byq

collisions of the various ions in the CDS; or(iii )
from other fast Ar atoms by elastic collisions in
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Fig. 6. Cross-sections of the Ar reactions with Ar atoms taken0

into account in the Ar Monte Carlo model. The numbers of0

the curves correspond to the numbers in the text.

the plasma or reflection at the walls, are followed
with the Monte Carlo method, until their energy
drops below 1 eV, because then they are not
assumed to be ‘fast’ anymore.

2.2. Monte Carlo model for the electrons

The electrons start at the cathode, produced by
secondary electron emission. It has been demon-
stratedw57x for Ar ion and Ar atom bombardmentq

on a variety of cathode surfaces that the secondary
electron emission yields vary with incoming ener-
gy of the bombarding species, and are also strongly
dependent on the surface condition. More specifi-
cally, a subdivision has been made between values
obtained for clean surfaces(by sputtering under
vacuum conditions) or dirty (gas covered) surfaces
w57x. Similar differences also apply to the bom-
bardment of hydrogen species on clean or dirty
surfaces, e.g. Ray et al.w58x and Winter et al.
w59x. However, in a previous paperw60x we have
found for the conditions under study here(1000
V, 0.56 torr, a few mA, analytical glow discharge
cell), that the different values for the secondary
electron emission yields for clean and dirty surfac-
es, at least for Ar ion and atom bombardment, had
only a minor effect on the final calculation results.
Therefore, we will assume in this paper that our

cathode is sufficiently cleaned by sputteringw60x,
to be able to use the values reported for clean
surfaces. The emission yields for Ar ion and atom
bombardment, as a function of incoming energy,
are adopted fromw57x, whereas the values for
H , H and H ions are taken fromw59x. Theseq q q

2 3

values are actually for a clean gold surface, but it
has been demonstratedw57x that the secondary
electron emission yields are similar for different
metal surfaces; hence, we use them also for a
copper surface. It is statedw59x that there is no
potential electron ejection for the hydrogen ions,
i.e. no energy-independent yield at low energy.
The data reported in Winter et al.w59x for H ,q

H and H ions show a very similar behavior asq q
2 3

a function of ion energy; so we have fitted them
to the same analytical expressionw48x. Finally, for
ArH bombardment, it is also assumed that poten-q

tial (Auger) ejection is not important, because of
the small amount of internal energy available, due
to the large proton affinity for Arw48x. Hence,
only kinetic ejection plays a role. Note, that poten-
tial electron ejection occurs due to the internal
(potential) energy of the bombarding particles,
whereas kinetic ejection is caused by the kinetic
energy of the bombarding particles. We assume
that the secondary electron emission yield of
ArH is equal to the sum of Ar atom bombardmentq

(for an energy equal to 40y41 of the ArH energy)q

and H ion bombardment(for an energy equal toq

1y41 of the ArH energy). This is based on theq

assumption that by hitting the surface ArH isq

dissociated into Ar and H , which divide theq

initial energy corresponding to their mass, after
which they independently liberate electrons,
according to what individual Ar atoms and Hq

ions would do. This gives the following formulas
for the secondary electron emission yields as a
function of bombarding energyw48,57,59x:

qAr ions: if EF500 eV: g s0.07qAr
y5 1.2Ž .10 Ey500

if E)500 eV: g s0.07qqAr 0.7B EE
C F1q
70000D G
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Ar atoms: if EF500 eV: g s00Ar
y5 1.2Ž .10 Ey500

if E)500 eV: g 0Ar 0.7B EE
C F1q
70000D G

q q q y5 1.3H , H , H ions: g s10 E2 3 H

qArH ions: if EF500 eV:
1.3B E1y5C Fg s10 EqArH 41D G

if E)500 eV:
1.2B E40y5C F10 E y500 1.3B E41 1D G y5C Fg s q10 EqArH 0.7B E 4140 D G

E
41C F1q

70000D G

These different secondary electron emission
yields are plotted against ion or atom energy in
Fig. 7a. It is clear that, at the typical ion and atom
energies under consideration(10–100 eV), the Ar
ions will play a dominant role in secondary elec-
tron emission, if the cathode surface is considered
to be clean. Indeed, the other species are assumed
not to give rise to potential ejection, and kinetic
ejection starts only playing a role at high enough
energies(several hundred eV). Note, however, that
this picture would be different for dirty surfaces,
where the H species and the fast Ar atoms have2

somewhat higher secondary electron emission
yields in the typical energy range of interest. This
will, of course, affect the quantitative results of
the model(i.e. the flux of electrons, and hence the
ionization rates, densities of the plasma species,
and the electrical current). However, this paper
focuses on the qualitative predictions(and orders
of magnitude) of the densities of the various
species and the importance of the different produc-
tion and loss mechanisms, and for this purpose, it
is not so important whether secondary electron
emission yields for clean or dirty surfaces are
used.
The electrons emitted from the cathode are

accelerated in the CDS by the strong electric field,

and they are also subject to collisions. The colli-
sion processes taken into account in this model,
with the references of the cross-sections, are:

(38) Elastic scattering with Arw57x
(39) Ionization of Ar w57x
(40) Total excitation of Arw57x
(41) Ionization from the Ar metastable levelsw61x
(42) Total excitation from the Ar metastable levelsw62x
(43) Elastic scattering with Hw63x2

(44) Total vibrational excitation of Hw63x2

(45) Total electron excitation of H to the singlet statesw63x2

(46) Total electron excitation of H to the triplet states,2

followed by dissociationw63x
(47) Ionization of H w63x2

(48) Dissociative ionization of Hw64x2

(49) Total excitation of Hw50x
(50) Ionization of H w50x

The corresponding cross-sections as a function
of electron energy are depicted in Fig. 7b,c(for
the collisions with Ar ground state or metastable
atoms and with H or H, respectively). The num-2

bers given in these figures correspond to the above
numbers.
The elastic scattering reactions(no. 38 and 43)

lead to a change in direction of the electrons but
nearly no change in energy, due to the large
difference in mass of electrons and Ar atoms or
H molecules. The electron impact ionization of2

different species(Ar ground state or metastable
atoms, H molecules or H atoms; i.e. no. 39, 41,2

47, 48 and 50) give rise to a new electron(which
is also followed in this electron Monte Carlo
model) and an ion(Ar , H , or H ). These ionsq q q

2

are also followed in the ion Monte Carlo models
described above. Two kinds of electron impact
excitation are considered in the model: total vibra-
tional excitation of H molecules(no. 44, which2

in our model leads only to a change in energy and
direction of the electrons, because the vibrationally
excited H molecules are not explicitly followed2

in the model); and total electronic excitation(no.
40, 42, 45, 46 and 49). Reaction no. 40 stands for
total electronic excitation of Ar(i.e. summed over
all Ar excited levels), but the excitation to the Ar
metastable levels is also explicitly described in
this model, because it is necessary as input for the
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Fig. 7. Secondary electron emission yields by Ar ions, H ,q q

H and H ions, ArH ions and Ar atoms, as a function ofq q q 0
2 3

the ion and atom energy(a), and cross-sections of the electron
reactions with Ar atoms(b: solid lines), Ar metastable atoms
(b: dashed lines), H molecules(c: solid lines) and H atoms2

(c: dashed lines) taken into account in the electron Monte Car-
lo model. The numbers of the curves in figures(b) and (c)
correspond to the numbers in the text.

Ar metastable model(see below). Similarly, elec-
tron impact ionization and excitation from the Ar
metastable level(reactions no. 41 and 42) are
included in the MC model, because they are also
used as input in the Ar metastable model.
Electronic excitation of the H molecules can2

lead either to singlet or triplet states. In our model,
we use only two electronic excitation cross-sec-
tions for H , i.e. for the sum over all singlet states2

and over all triplet states. It is generally known
that excitation to the triplet states leads to disso-
ciation of the H molecule. Indeed, all triplet states2

will radiate to the lowest triplet H state(b S )3 q
2 u

w65x, which is formed by two H ground state
atoms, in which one electron is in a binding orbital
and the other in an antibinding orbital. This state
is repulsive, and will consequently dissociate into
two H atoms. Moreover, we assume that 15% of
the singlet excitation also leads to dissociation,
based on the cross-sections of photon emission for
the Ly-a, Ly-b, H-a, H-b, H-g, H-d lines and the
production of metastable H(2s) atomsw64x. There-
fore, the total dissociation rate of H due to2

electron impact excitation is calculated in our
model as the sum of the total triplet excitation
rateq15% of the total singlet excitation rate.
Finally, rotational excitation of H is neglected in2

the model because:(i) the energy loss is small,
and it has no effect on the electron energy distri-
bution function; and(ii) the rotationally excited
H molecules are not considered in the model.2

The electrons are followed in the Monte Carlo
model during successive time-steps, until they
bombard the walls(where they can be reflected,
cause secondary electron emission, or become
absorbed), or until their energy in the NG drops
below 0.5 eV, which is the threshold for inelastic
collisions with H (i.e. vibrational excitation; see2

Fig. 7c). Note that in our previous electron Monte
Carlo model for Ar, the electrons were followed
till an energy of 11.55 eV(i.e. the threshold for
excitation of Ar) w66x. In order to limit the calcu-
lation time, when a large number of slow electrons
has to be simulated, a variable time-step(depend-
ing on the electron energy) is used to calculate the
electron trajectories in the negative glow.
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Table 1
Production and loss processes for the different species, taken into account in the electron-ion fluid model

No. Reaction Name Model used to treat this process

Production of electrons
3 Ar qAr™Ar qAr qeq q q y Ionization of Ar Ar MC model(CDS)q

36 Fast ArqAr™fast ArqAr qeq y Ionization of Ar Fast Ar MC model(CDS)
39 e qAr™e qAr qey y q y Ionization of Ar Electron MC model
41 e qAr *™e qAr qey y q y

m Ionization of Ar metast. Electron MC model
47 e qH ™e qH qey y q y

2 2 Ionization of H2 Electron MC model
48 e qH ™e qH qHqey y q y

2 Dissoc. ionization of H2 Electron MC model
50 e qH™e qH qey y q y Ionization of H Electron MC model

Loss of electrons
51 e qArH ™ArqHy q Recombination Fluid model:ks10 cm s w10xy7 3 y1

52 e qH ™HqHy q
2 Recombination Fluid model:ks10 cm s w10xy7 3 y1

53 e qH ™HqHqH or H qHy q
3 2 Recombination Fluid model:ks10 cm s w39,44xy7 3 y1

Production of Ar ionsq

3 Ar qAr™Ar qAr qeq q q y Ionization Ar MC model(CDS)q

9 ArH qAr™fast Ar qHqArq q Collision-induced dissoc. ArH MC model(CDS)q

13 H qAr™fast HqArq q Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

19 H qAr™fast HqArq q
2 2 Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

fluid model: ks2.2=10 cm sy10 3 y1

24 H qAr™fast Hqfast HqArq q
3 2 Charge transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

36 Fast ArqAr™fast ArqAr qeq y Ionization Fast Ar MC model(CDS)
39 e qAr™e qAr qey y q y Ionization Electron MC model
41 e qAr *™e qAr qey y q y

m Ionization Electron MC model

Loss of Ar ionsq

5 Ar qH ™ArH qHq q
2 H-atom transfer Ar MC model(CDS)q

fluid model: ks6=10 cm sy10 3 y1

6 Ar qH ™fast ArqHq q
2 2 Charge transfer Ar MC model(CDS)q

fluid model: ks8=10 cm sy11 3 y1

Production of ArH ionsq

5 Ar qH ™ArH qHq q
2 H-atom transfer Ar MC model(CDS)q

fluid model: ks6=10 cm sy10 3 y1

18 H qAr™HqArHq q
2 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

fluid model: ks1.7=10 cm sy9 3 y1

23 H qAr™fast Hqslow ArHq q
3 2 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

3

Loss of ArH ionsq

51 e qArH ™ArqHy q Recombination Fluid model:ks10 cm s w10xy7 3 y1

8 ArH qAr™fast ArqH qArq q Collision-induced dissoc. ArH MC model(CDS)q

9 ArH qAr™fast Ar qHqArq q Collision-induced dissoc. ArH MC model(CDS)q

11 ArH qH ™fast ArqHq q
2 3 Proton transfer ArH MC model(CDS)q

fluid model: ks1.5=10 cm s w44xy9 3 y1

Production of H ionsq

8 ArH qAr™fast ArqH qArq q Collision-induced dissoc. ArH MC model(CDS)q

25 H qAr™fast H qfast Hqslow Arq q
3 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

29 H qH ™fast Hqslow H qslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Proton transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

33 H qH ™fast H qfast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

34 H qH ™fast H q2 fast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

48 e qH ™e qH qHqey y q y
2 Dissociative ionization Electron MC model

50 e qH™e qH qey y q y Ionization Electron MC model
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Table 1(Continued)

No. Reaction Name Model used to treat this process

Loss of H ionsq

13 H qAr™fast HqArq q Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

17 H qH ™fast HqHq q
2 2 Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

Production of H ionsq
2

6 Ar qH ™fast ArqHq q
2 2 Charge transfer Ar MC model(CDS)q

fluid model: ks8=10 cm sy11 3 y1

17 H qH ™fast HqHq q
2 2 Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

26 H qAr™fast H qfast Hqslow Arq q
3 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

30 H qH ™fast Hqslow Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Proton transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

31 H qH ™fast Hqfast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Charge transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

32 H qH ™fast H qfast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

47 e qH ™e qH qey y q y
2 2 Ionization Electron MC model

Loss of H ionsq
2

52 e qH ™HqHy q
2 Recombination Fluid model:ks10 cm s w10xy7 3 y1

18 H qAr™HqArHq q
2 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

fluid model: ks1.7=10 cm sy9 3 y1

19 H qAr™fast HqArq q
2 2 Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

fluid model: ks2.2=10 cm sy10 3 y1

20 H qH ™H qHq q
2 2 3 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

fluid model: ks2=10 cm sy9 3 y1

Production of H ionsq
3

11 ArH qH ™fast ArqHq q
2 3 Proton transfer ArH MC model(CDS)q

fluid model: ks1.5=10 cm sy9 3 y1

20 H qH ™HqHq q
2 2 3 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

fluid model: ks2=10 cm sy9 3 y1

Loss of H ionsq
3

53 e qH ™HqHqH or H qHy q
3 2 Recombination Fluid model: ks10 cm s w39,44xy7 3 y1

23 H qAr™fast Hqslow ArHq q
3 2 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

3

24 H qAr™fast Hqfast Hqslow Arq q
3 2 Charge transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

25 H qAr™fast H qfast Hqslow Arq q
3 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

26 H qAr™fast H qfast Hqslow Arq q
3 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

29 H qH ™fast Hqslow H qslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Proton transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

30 H qH ™fast Hqslow Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Proton transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

31 H qH ™fast Hqfast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Charge transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

32 H qH ™fast H qfast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

33 H qH ™fast H qfast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

34 H qH ™fast H q2 fast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

The numbers in column 1 correspond to the reactions given in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, with a few exceptions(i.e. ion-electron
recombination, numbers 51–53, which was not simulated in the MC models). If the collision process is(also) treated in the fluid
model, the rate coefficients, either calculated from the cross-sections in Figs. 1–7, or adopted from the literature, are also given.

2.3. Fluid model for electrons, Ar , ArH , H ,q q q

H and H ionsq q
2 3

The various ions and the electrons are not only
followed with Monte Carlo models, as described

above, but they are also treated with a fluid model.
The latter model consists of continuity(balance)
equations and transport equations(based on dif-
fusion and migration) for all species, coupled to
Poisson’s equation for the self-consistent calcula-
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tion of the electric field distribution. Hence, both
the electrons and the different ions are treated
simultaneously in two models: the fluid model is
used to calculate the species densities and fluxes,
in accordance with the self-consistently calculated
electric field distribution; whereas the Monte Carlo
codes serve to calculate the collision processes and
hence the production and loss rates of the various
species. The latter are much more accurately cal-
culated with a Monte Carlo method, which treats
the species explicitly and on the lowest microscop-
ic level. The production and loss rates calculated
in the Monte Carlo codes are then used as input
for the balance equations in the fluid model.
Because the Monte Carlo models also calculate
the energy of the various ions and the electrons,
there are no energy balance equations included in
the fluid model. Indeed, the energy is much more
accurately calculated in the Monte Carlo models
than it would be in the fluid code through energy
balance equations.
As mentioned above, the fluid model consists

of a set of continuity and transport equations(12
in total, i.e. for the five ions and for the electrons):

≠nxq= Ø j sR yRx prod,x loss,x
≠t

j s"m n EyD =nx x x x x

wherex stands for every type of ion(Ar , ArH ,q q

H , H and H ) or for the electrons,n and jq q q
2 3

denote the species density and flux,R andprod

R are the species total production and loss rates,loss

m and D are the species mobility and diffusion
coefficients, andE is the electric field distribution.
In the transport equation, a positive sign in the
migration term is used for the ions, whereas a
negative sign is used for the electrons. The mobil-
ity and diffusion coefficients assumed in the model
for the Ar ions and electrons were the same as
used in our previous models(see e.g. Bogaerts et
al. w66x), i.e. for a pure Ar discharge. Indeed, the
1% H admixture to the Ar gas will have only a2

minor effect on the transport coefficients. The
diffusion coefficients for the ArH , H , H andq q q

2

H ions in AryH are calculated with a formulaq
3 2

of the rigid sphere model for a mixture of two
chemical speciesw67x. The mobilities of ArHq

and H ions in AryH are adopted from Mcafeeq
3 2

et al. w68x. In view of the lack of calculations or
measurements of ion transport for H and H inq q

2

Ar, we will assume that the mobilities of H andq

H are the same as for H . In principle, theq q
2 3

mobilities of H , H and H ions should beq q q
2 3

different, because they have different mass and
different collision frequency. However, as will be
shown later, the role of H and H ions in theq q

2

plasma is negligible, so that this assumption has
no effect on the overall calculation results.
The different production and loss processes

taken into account for the various ions and for the
electrons, are summarized in Table 1. The numbers
in the first column correspond to the reactions
given in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, with a few excep-
tions (i.e. for the reactions that are not treated in
the Monte Carlo models). As follows from this
table, the production and loss rates are mostly
calculated in the Monte Carlo models, i.e. in the
entire discharge for the electron-induced processes,
and in the CDS for the ion-induced processes.
However, in addition, some of the ion-induced
chemical reactions are also treated in the fluid
model itself, i.e. when the cross-section is high at
thermal energy, so that the process can occur with
thermal ions in the NG. In the latter case, some
additional production and loss rates are calculated
based on the densities of the collision partners
multiplied with the rate coefficients. The latter are
calculated from the cross-sections at thermal ener-
gy (see Figs. 1–7). The values calculated in this
way are also presented in Table 1, and they appear
to be in good agreement with rate coefficients
found in the literaturew32,44,69x. Finally, electron
ion recombination, which was not considered in
the MC models because it applies to thermal
electrons, is also treated in the fluid model. Only
recombination with the molecular ions(ArH ,q

H and H ) is taken into account. Indeed, recom-q q
2 3

bination with atomic ions(Ar and H ) is neg-q q

ligible because of too low rate coefficients. The
recombination rates were also calculated based on
the rate coefficients and the densities of the react-
ing species. The rate coefficients used in our
model, as well as the references where the values
are adopted from, are given in Table 1 as well.
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Six continuity equations and six transport equa-
tions are constructed in this way, and they are
coupled to Poisson’s equation, to calculate the
electric field distribution from the different ion
and the electron densities:

e
Ž .=ØEs n qn qn qn qn ynq q q q qAr ArH H H H e2 3´0

The set of coupled differential equations is
solved with the Scharfetter–Gummel exponential
schemew66,70–72x.

2.4. Fluid model for H atoms and H molecules2

The H atoms and H molecules are also2

described with a set of two coupled continuity
(balance) equations, with different production and
loss rates, as well as with two transport equations
(determined by diffusion). These four equations
could in principle be coupled with the continuity
and transport equations of the various ions and the
electrons, in the ion-electron fluid model. Howev-
er, the time-step in the ion-electron fluid model
had to be much smaller than for the neutral species,
due to the severe coupling with Poisson’s equation.
Therefore, we have chosen not to further increase
the calculation time, and to decouple the fluid
model for the neutral species(H and H ) from the2

ion-electron fluid model.
The continuity and transport equations for the

H atoms and H molecules have a form similar to2

above(except that transport is now only dictated
by diffusion):

≠nxq= Ø j sR yRx prod,x loss,x
≠t

j syD =nx x x

The different production and loss processes for
the H atoms and H molecules are summarized in2

Table 2. Again, most production and loss rates are
calculated with the MC models of ions and elec-
trons, and the numbers in the first column corre-
spond to the numbers given in Sections 2.1 and
2.2. In addition, the ion-induced reactions with
high cross-sections at thermal energy(so that the
reactions can occur in the NG, with thermal ions)
are also treated in the H–H fluid model, based2

on the rate coefficients and the densities of the
reacting species, in analogy to the above electron-
ion fluid model. The corresponding reaction rate
coefficients were given already in Table 1. Some
reactions(i.e. no. 34, 46, 52, 53 and 54) yield the
formation of two H-atoms. Hence, the production
rate of H-atoms is then equal to twice the reaction
rate. Similarly, reaction 53 gives rise to the for-
mation of half a H molecule(assuming that the2

two possible reaction channels have equal proba-
bility); hence the production rate of the H mole-2

cules is then determined by half the reaction rate.
Reaction no. 54 did not occur in any of the

tables above. Indeed, it is not treated in any of the
MC models, neither in the electron-ion fluid mod-
el, because it is induced by Ar metastable atoms.
In analogy to the thermal ion-induced reactions,
the rate of this reaction is calculated based on the
Ar metastable density calculated in the metastable
model (see below) and the H density, multiplied2

with the corresponding rate coefficient. In the
literature, this rate coefficient is presented sepa-
rately for the two metastable 4s levelsw32,73–75x.
In the Ar metastable model used for the present
investigationw76x, we consider, however, only one
type of metastable atoms, combining the two
metastable 4s levels in a collective level lying at
11.55 eV. This is a reasonable assumption, because
the two metastable levels lie close to each other,
and the 4sw3y2x metastable level(also denoted2

as P level) lying at 11.55 eV, has a clearly higher3
2

population density than the other metastable level
w77x. From the level populations of the individual
4s metastable levels calculated inw77x, we roughly
calculated their ‘fractional population’ and multi-
plied the latter with the individual rate coefficients
of reaction no. 54, found in the literature. This
gives us an overall rate coefficient of approxi-
mately 7=10 cm s (see Table 2), whichy11 3 y1

subsequently has to be combined with the metasta-
ble atom density calculated in the metastable
model(see below). The importance of this reaction
for the dissociation of H molecules into H atoms2

has been demonstrated in the literature by the
strong continuum emission in the spectral range of
220–440 nm, in AryH glow dischargesw4–6,29x.2

This continuum is considered to be the result of
the sequencew4–6,29,78x:
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Table 2
Production and loss processes taken into account in the H–H fluid model2

No. Reaction Name Model used to treat this process

Production of H atoms
5 Ar qH ™ArH qHq q

2 H-atom transfer Ar MC model(CDS)q

H–H fluid model2

9 ArH qAr™fast Ar qHqArq q Collision-induced dissoc. ArH MC model(CDS)q

13 H qAr™fast HqArq q Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

17 H qH ™fast HqHq q
2 2 Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

18 H qAr™HqArHq q
2 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

H–H fluid model2

20 H qH ™HqHq q
2 2 3 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

H–H fluid model2

24 H qAr™fast Hqfast Hqslow Arq q
3 2 Charge transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

26 H qAr™fast H qfast Hqslow Arq q
3 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

30 H qH ™fast Hqslow Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Proton transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

31 H qH ™fast Hqfast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Charge transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

32 H qH ™fast H qfast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

34 H qH ™fast H q2 fast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS) (2 H prod)q

3

46 e qH ™e qH * (t)™e qHqHy y y
2 2 Electron excit.qdissoc. Electron MC model(2 H prod)

48 e qH ™e qH qHqey y q y
2 Dissociative ionization Electron MC model

51 e qArH ™ArqHy q Recombination Ion-electron fluid model
52 e qH ™HqHy q

2 Recombination Ion-electron fluid model(2 H prod)
53 e qH ™HqHqH or H qHy q

3 2 Recombination Ion-electron fluid model(2 H prod)
54 Ar *qH ™ArqHqHm 2 Quenchingqdissoc. H–H fluid model;ks7=10 cm sy11 3 y1

2

w32,73–75x (2 H prod)
55 ArH (at walls)™0.6 Hq Reflection at walls ArH , H , H , H MC modelsq q q q

2 3

H (at walls)™0.6 Hq

H (at walls)™1.2 Hq
2

H (at walls)™1.8 Hq
3

Loss of H atoms
50 e qH™e qH qey y q y Ionization Electron MC model
56 HqH(wall)™H2 Recombination at walls H–H fluid model(gs0.1) w79x2

Production of H molecules2

19 H qAr™fast HqArq q
2 2 Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

H–H fluid model2

23 H qAr™fast Hqslow ArHq q
3 2 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

3

24 H qAr™fast Hqfast Hqslow Arq q
3 2 Charge transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

25 H qAr™fast H qfast Hqslow Arq q
3 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

29 H qH ™fast Hqslow H qslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Proton transferqdissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

33 H qH ™fast H qfast Hqslow Hq q
3 2 2 2 Collision-induced dissoc. H MC model(CDS)q

3

53 e qH ™HqHqH or H qHy q
3 2 Recombination Ion-elec. fluid model(0.5 H prod.)2

56 HqH(wall)™H2 Recombination at walls H–H fluid model(gs0.1) w79x2

Loss of H molecules2

5 Ar qH ™ArH qHq q
2 H-atom transfer Ar MC model(CDS)q

H–H fluid model2

6 Ar qH ™fast ArqHq q
2 2 Charge transfer Ar MC model(CDS)q

H–H fluid model2

11 ArH qH ™fast ArqHq q
2 3 Proton transfer ArH MC model(CDS)q

H–H fluid model2
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Table 2(Continued)

No. Reaction Name Model used to treat this process

17 H qH ™fast HqHq q
2 2 Charge transfer H MC model(CDS)q

20 H qH ™H qHq q
2 2 3 Proton transfer H MC model(CDS)q

2

H–H fluid model2

46 e qH ™e qH * (t)™e qHqHy y y
2 2 Electron excit.qdissoc. Electron MC model

47 e qH ™e qH qey y q y
2 2 Ionization Electron MC model

48 e qH ™e qH qHqey y q y
2 Dissociative ionization Electron MC model

54 Ar *qH ™ArqHqHm 2 Quenchingqdissoc. H–H fluid model;ks7=10 cm sy11 3 y1
2

w32,73–75x

1 q 3 q1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ar *qH X S ™Ar S qH a Sm 2 g 0 2 g
3 q 3 qŽ . Ž . Ž .H a S ™H b S qhn continuum2 g 2 u

dissociation
3 qŽ .H b S ™ HqH2 u

An alternative reaction path is the excitation into
the triplet state by electron impact, followed also
by dissociation(see above, reaction no. 46). How-
ever, in neonyH mixtures, where excitation of the2

H molecules by neon metastables is not possible,2

no significant continuum was observed under sim-
ilar experimental conditionsw6x. This suggests that
electron impact excitation followed by dissociation
(reaction 46) is probably less important than exci-
tation by Ar metastables followed by dissociation
(reaction 54).
Beside the chemical reactions taking place in

the plasma, two processes occurring at the walls,
might play an important role in determining the H
and H densities, i.e. reflection at the walls of2

ArH , H , H and H ions under the form of Hq q q q
2 3

atoms(reaction no. 55) and recombination of H
atoms at the walls(which are assumed to be
saturated with H atoms) into H molecules(reac-2

tion no. 56). The first reaction is treated in the ion
MC models (see above), yielding a production
rate of H atoms, localized at the walls, which is
used as input in the H–H fluid model. The second2

reaction, which defines a loss of the H atoms and
a formation of H molecules, is treated in the H–2

H fluid model itself, by using the appropriate2

boundary conditions in the balance equations of H
atoms and H molecules. The recombination coef-2

ficient of H-atoms (g ) is found to be in therec

order of 0.1–0.25 for most metal surfacesw79x.
For a copper surface, values were determined to
vary between 0.1 and 0.14, for a wide range of

surface temperatures(300–700 K) w37,79x, indi-
cating that the values are insensitive to the surface
temperature in the range of measurements. We
adopted a value of 0.1, which means that 10% of
the H atoms arriving at the walls will recombine
into H molecules. The boundary condition at the2

cell walls is adopted fromw80x:

1 1
Ž .=n sywalln l

Herel is the ‘linear extrapolation length’, defined
as:

1qR
ls´lm1yR

where´ is a coefficient varying between 0.67 and
0.71, depending weakly on the ‘reflection coeffi-
cient’ R (which is here related to the recombination
coefficient), and l is the diffusion mean freem

path(s1yNs ).m

This wall recombination of H atoms is suggested
to be the dominant production mechanism of H2

molecules in AryH supersonically expanding cas-2

caded arc plasmas(where no H molecules, but2

only Ar , Ar, H , H and electrons are assumedq q

to leave the arc) w10x. Therefore, the above process
is also taken into account in our model, although
the discharge conditions under study in our work
are completely different. Indeed, we assume that
the 1% hydrogen is added in molecular form
(hence no initial dissociation), and we expect that
the final dissociation degree is also rather low.

2.5. Fluid model for the Ar metastable atoms

The models developed for the hydrogen species
should also be coupled with a model for the Ar
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Table 3
Production and loss processes taken into account in the Ar metastable model

No. Reaction Name Model used to treat this process

Production of Ar metastable atoms
40 Arqe ™Ar *qey y

m Elec. impact excitation Electron MC model
4 ArqAr ™Ar *qArq q

m Ar ion impact excitation Ar MC model(CDS)q

37 ArqAr ™Ar *qAr0 0
f m f Ar atom impact excitation Ar MC model(CDS)0

57 Ar qe ™Ar *qhnq y
m Radiative recombination Ar metast. model;ks10 cm s w81xy11 3 y1

Loss of Ar metastable atoms
41 Ar *qe ™Ar q2 ey q y

m Elec. impact ionization Electron MC model
42 Ar *qe ™Ar*qey y

m Elec. impact excitation Electron MC model
58 Ar *qe ™Ar *qey y

m r Electron quenching Ar metast. model;ks2=10 cm s w82xy7 3 y1

59 Ar *qAr *™Ar qAr qe0 q y
m m Metast–metast.collision Ar metast. model;ks6.4=10 cm s w83,84xy10 3 y1

60 Ar *qCu ™Ar qCu qe0 0 q y
m Penning ionization of Cu Ar metast. model;ks2.6=10 cm s w85,86xy10 3 y1

61 Ar *qAr ™Ar qAr0 0 0
m Two-body collision Ar metast. model;ks2.3=10 cm s w87xy15 3 y1

62 Ar *q2 Ar ™Ar *qAr0 0
m 2 Three-body collision Ar metast. model;ks1.4=10 cm s w87xy32 6 y1

54 Ar *qH ™ArqHqHm 2 Quench.qdissoc. of H2 Ar metast. model;ks7=10 cm s w32,73–75xy11 3 y1

63 Ar *qH™ArqH*m Excitation of H Ar metast. modelks4=10 cm s w32xy11 3 y1

metastable atoms, because of the possible impor-
tant role of the metastables in excitation-dissocia-
tion of the H molecules(see above). The2

metastable model used for this purpose has been
developed in Bogaerts and Gijbelsw76x, except
that two extra processes are added to the model.
The behavior of the Ar metastable atoms is also

described with a balance equation with different
production and loss terms, and a transport equation
determined by diffusion:

≠nAr *m q= Ø j sR yRAr prod, Ar loss, Ar* * *m m m≠t
j sy D =nAr Ar Ar* * *m m m

The diffusion coefficient(D) was assumed to be
54 cm s at 1 torr, like in a pure Ar discharge2 y1

w76x. The production and loss processes taken into
account in the model, as well as the rate coeffi-
cients and the corresponding referencesw81–87x,
are summarized in Table 3.
The first three production processes, i.e. elec-

tron, Ar ion and fast Ar atom impact excitation to
the metastable level, are treated in the MC models
(see above), and the calculated rates are used as
input in the Ar metastable model. A fourth pro-
duction processes, i.e. Ar ion–electron radiative
recombination, is taken into account in the model,

although it is actually negligible at the conditions
under studyw76x, due to the small rate coefficient.

The rates of the first two loss processes, i.e.
electron impact ionization and total excitation from
the metastable level, were also calculated in the
electron MC model above, and subsequently used
as input in the Ar metastable model. The other
loss processes are treated in the metastable model
itself, based on the reaction rate coefficients and
the densities of the reacting species. Electron
quenching(no. 58) means transfer to the nearby
4s resonant levels. Because of the small energy
difference between the 4s metastable and resonant
levels (see e.g. Bogaerts et al.w77x), this reaction
can be carried out by low-energy electrons, and
the rate is, therefore, calculated based on the rate
coefficient and the Ar metastable and electron
density. Collisions between two atoms in metasta-
ble levels(no. 59) result in ionization of one of
the atoms, whereas the other is de-excited to the
ground state. Hence, this process yields the simul-
taneous loss of two metastable atoms. Although
sputtered Cu atoms are not explicitly considered
in the present model, Penning ionization of the Cu
atoms (no. 60) is taken into account in the Ar
metastable model, but a constant value of
5=10 cm , which is based on previous model12 y3
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Fig. 8. Diagram illustrating the interactions between the various plasma species, by the reactions taken into account in the model.
The numbers in this diagram correspond to the numbers in the text and in Tables 1–3. It should be mentioned that not all interactions
(e.g. from H molecules or Ar atoms) are illustrated, in order not to further complicate this figure.2

investigations at similar discharge conditionsw88x,
is assumed for the Cu atom density. This is a
reasonable approximation, because it has been
demonstratedw88x that the contribution of Penning
ionization of Cu atoms to the loss of Ar metastable
atoms is only a few percent. Two-body and three-
body collisions with Ar ground state atoms(nos.
61 and 62) play also only a minor role in the loss
of Ar metastable atoms at the conditions under
study, but because the rate coefficients are readily
available in the literature, and both processes do
not significantly increase the computation time,
they were also included in the model.
Beside the processes mentioned above, two

additional loss processes, related to the hydrogen
species, are included in the model. Quenching of
Ar metastable atoms by H molecules, resulting in2

excitation and subsequent dissociation of the H2

molecules(no. 54) was already discussed above,
as being a possibly important candidate to deter-
mine the H and H densities in the plasma. Because2

of the relatively high rate coefficient, in combina-

tion with the rather high H density in the plasma,2

this process might also play a dominant role in
determining the Ar metastable density. The last
loss process(no. 63) is excitation of H atoms by
Ar metastable atoms, leading to de-excitation of
the metastable levelw22x. The rate coefficient for
this process is found in the literaturew32x to be
4=10 cm s , for both 4s metastable levels;y11 3 y1

hence, this value is adopted for the(collective) Ar
metastable atoms.
Finally, there is another loss mechanism for the

Ar metastable atoms, given by diffusion toward
the walls, and subsequent de-excitation at the
walls. The boundary condition for this model is
again defined based on the method described by
Chantry w80x (see above, Section 2.4). More
details about this Ar metastable model can also be
found in Bogaerts and Gijbelsw76x.

2.6. Interaction between the different models

It is clear from the above reaction processes that
the different plasma species interact with each
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Fig. 9. Flowchart of the entire modeling network, illustrating
the coupling between the various models.

other, and that the models used to describe the
behavior of these species, should be coupled to
each other. Fig. 8 illustrates the interactions
between the different plasma species, by the vari-
ous chemical reactions considered in the models.
The numbers correspond to the numbers of the
reactions given in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, and in
Tables 1–3. This figure is not intended to explain
in detail all interactions, but it is only intended to
demonstrate that there is a complex interplay
between the different species, and hence, that the
coupling between the corresponding models is also
a quite complicated matter.
Fig. 9 presents a flowchart of the complete

modeling network, indicating the different models

and the coupling between them(e.g. the output of
one model is used as input in the next model).
The general input for the modeling network is the
cell geometry, the gas pressure and temperature
and the voltage, as well as transport coefficients
and the cross-sections and rate coefficients of the
various processes taken into account in the model.
The cell geometry considered in the model corre-
sponds to the standard cell of the VG9000 glow
discharge mass spectrometer(see Bogaerts et al.
w89x for a schematic picture). It has a cylindrically
symmetrical geometry, permitting the calculations
to be performed in two dimensions: axial and
radial direction. The MC simulations are, however,
carried out in three dimensions.
The simulations start with a run of the electron-

ion fluid model, using arbitrary production and
loss rates for the different species, and arbitrary
values for the H atom and H molecule densities2

(i.e. the H atom density is considered to be zero;
the H density is assumed to be 1% of the Ar2

atom density, which is calculated from the gas
pressure and temperature, based on the ideal gas
law). This model gives us a first approximation of
the electric field distribution in the plasma, the
fluxes and density profiles of the various ions and
the electrons.
The density profiles of the various ions and the

electrons are used as input in the H–H fluid2

model, which uses, for the first iteration, also
arbitrary production and loss rates for the reactions
treated in the MC models, and a constant Ar
metastable atom density. The results of this H–
H fluid model are, among others, the densities of2

the H atoms and H molecules.2

Using the latter density profiles, as well as
arbitrary rates for electron, Ar ion and fast Ar
atom impact excitation to the metastable levels,
and for electron impact excitation and ionization
from the metastable levels, a run of the Ar meta-
stable model is carried out, yielding, among others,
the Ar metastable atom density.
The latter is inserted in the H–H model, which2

gives updated results for the H and H density2

profiles. A second iteration between the Ar meta-
stable model and the H–H fluid model is not2

necessary here, because the results of both models
would not change anymore. Also the coupling
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back of the H–H fluid model to the electron-ion2

fluid model is not carried out because:(i) the new
H and H densities do not affect the calculation2

results of the electron-ion fluid model to a great
extent; and(ii) a new (and unnecessary) run of
the electron-ion fluid model increases the overall
computation effort of the modeling network.
The electric field distribution, as well as the

fluxes of the various ions entering the CDS from
the NG, both calculated in the electron-ion fluid
model, are used as input in the MC models.
Moreover, also the density profiles of the H atoms
and H molecules, and of the Ar metastable atoms,2

calculated with the H–H fluid model and with2

the Ar metastable model, respectively, are inserted
in the MC models.
First, the Ar ion MC model is run, using theq

output from the electron-ion and the H–H fluid2

models, but no input yet from the other MC models
(i.e. production rates of Ar ions by other ions orq

by electrons). The output from this model includes,
among others, the Ar ion flux energy distributionq

at the cathode(required for the electron MC
model; see below), and the production of other
plasma species(i.e. fast Ar atoms, electrons, Ar
metastable atoms, ArH and H ions and Hq q

2

atoms). In some cases, where thermal species are
created, we just define the production rates of
these species as a function of position in the
plasma. In most cases, however, where there is
energy transfer to the created species, the overall
production rate of these species does not give
sufficient information, and therefore, the position
(z, x, y), energy and direction(axial and azi-
muthal) of the created species should be written
in an array, to be used as input in the other MC
models.
Second, the ArH ion MC model is run, usingq

the output from both fluid models and from the
Ar ion MC model (i.e. production by H-atomq

transfer; no. 5). Some of the results, needed as
input for the other models, comprise the ArHq

flux energy distribution at the cathode and the
production of other plasma species(i.e. fast Ar
atoms, Ar , H and H ions, and H atoms),q q q

3

again either as the overall production rate, or as
the individual coordinates, energy and direction of
the created species.

Third, the H ions are followed with their MCq
3

model, using again the output from both fluid
models(i.e. electric field distribution, H ion fluxq

3

entering the CDS from the NG, and H and H2

density profiles), as well as from the ArH MCq

model(i.e. production by proton-transfer; no. 11).
This model yields again the ion flux energy distri-
bution at the cathode, and the production of other
plasma species(i.e. fast Ar atoms, H atoms and
H molecules, and Ar , ArH , H and H ions).q q q q

2 2

This model is run before the H and H ion MCq q
2

models, because a lot of different reactions are
taken into account, yielding the formation of Hq

and H ions, which can then directly be treatedq
2

in their MC models(instead of waiting for the
next iteration loop; see below).
Fourth, the H ion MC model is simulated,q

using the same data from the electron-ion and H–
H fluid models, as well as the output from the2

ArH and H MC models(i.e. production ratesq q
3

of H ions), but no input yet from the electronq

MC model. The results of this model include the
H ion flux energy distribution at the cathode, asq

well as the production of fast Ar atoms, H atoms,
Ar and H ions.q q

2

Fifth, the H MC model is run, with the dataq
2

from both fluid models and from the Ar , H andq q

H MC models(i.e. production rates of H ions),q q
3 2

but no input yet from the electron MC model. The
output of this model comprises again the ion flux
energy distribution at the cathode, as well as the
production of H atoms, H molecules, Ar ,q

2

ArH and H ions.q q
3

Sixth, the fast Ar atoms are simulated with a
MC code, using as input the creation rate of fast
Ar atoms from the Ar , ArH , H and H MCq q q q

3

models. This model gives as output, among others,
the fast Ar atom flux energy distribution at the
cathode, and the creation of Ar ions, electronsq

and Ar metastable atoms.
The number of ions followed in the various ion

MC models (at least, the number starting at the
CDS-NG interface) should be proportional with
the corresponding ion flux entering the CDS from
the NG. This proportionality factor should in
principle be the same for all five different ion
species, because of the inputyoutput between the
different ion MC models. This would, however,
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mean that for some ionic species, which are
characterized by low fluxes at the CDS-NG inter-
face (e.g. the H and H ions; see below), onlyq q

2

a small number of ions is followed in the MC
models, resulting in bad statistics of the calculation
results. On the other hand, the MC simulation for
some other ionic species, which have a high flux
at the CDS-NG interface, such as the Ar ions,q

would require a very long calculation time, because
a large number of ions is followed, according to
this proportionality factor. To overcome this prob-
lem, we have applied different proportionality
factors for the different ion MC models, but care
has to be taken that this manipulation is again
compensated for, when using the output of one
MC model as input in another MC model. A
similar problem arises also for the fast Ar atoms,
which are formed in such large numbers by the
reaction processes of the various ions, that very
long computation times would be required if the
same proportionality factor would be used. There-
fore, we follow only a fraction(e.g. 20%) of the
fast Ar atoms created by the ions, and at the end
of this MC run, we multiply all the calculation
results(in this example, by a factor of 5). Care
should, however, be taken that this fraction is
chosen in a statistically justified way.
Finally, the electron MC model is run, using the

electric field distribution from the electron-ion
fluid model, and the density profiles of H atoms,
H molecules and Ar metastable atoms, calculated2

in the H–H fluid model and in the Ar metastable2

model, respectively. Other input in this electron
MC model, arising from the various ion and the
fast Ar atom MC models, are the flux energy
distributions of the five different ionic species and
the fast Ar atoms bombarding the cathode, which
are needed to calculate the electron flux starting
at the cathode(see above; Section 2.2), as well as
the electron creation rate in the CDS, from Arq

ion and fast Ar atom impact ionization(reactions
3 and 36). The output of the electron MC model,
of interest for the other models, includes the
creation of Ar , H and H ions, H atoms andq q q

2

Ar metastable atoms, to be used in the ion MC
models, in the electron-ion fluid model, in the H–
H fluid model, and in the Ar metastable model,2

respectively.

After having carried out one complete run of all
MC models, this run is repeated, having now
available all the data(creation of species) from
the various MC models. In this way, a number of
consecutive runs of all MC models has to be
performed, until convergence is reached, which is
defined by the ion and Ar atom fluxes arriving at
the cathode. Typically, approximately 10 consecu-
tive runs have to be carried out before convergence
is reached.
When convergence is reached within the MC

models, the electron-ion fluid model, the H–H2

fluid model, and the Ar metastable model are
calculated again, using now the appropriate pro-
duction and loss rates, as obtained from the MC
models (see Tables 1–3). This yields a new
electric field distribution, new ion fluxes entering
the CDS from the NG, and new density profiles
of the plasma species. These new data are then
inserted again in the MC models, and the proce-
dure of consecutively running the MC models is
repeated, in the same way as above. The iteration
between the fluid and metastable models, on one
hand, and the various MC models, on the other
hand, has to be repeated until final convergence is
reached, which takes typically approximately 5–
10 iterations, depending on the initial guesses for
the production and loss rates. The whole calcula-
tion procedure can, therefore, amount to several
days on a professional workstation with an alpha-
processor.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Number densities of the plasma species

Fig. 10 shows the calculated two-dimensional
density profiles of the various species present in
the plasma i.e.: electrons(a); Ar ions (b);q

ArH ions (c); H ions (d); H ions (e); Hq q q q
2 3

ions (f); H atoms(g); Ar metastable atoms(h);
and fast Ar atoms(i), in the VG9000 glow
discharge cell, at the discharge conditions investi-
gated here, i.e. 1000 V, 0.56 torr and approximately
2 mA. The cathode is found at the left end of the
figures (at zs0 cm). The other borders of the
figures are at anode potential. Moreover, the black
rectangles betweenzs0.05 andzs0.15 cm sym-
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Fig. 10. Calculated two-dimensional density profiles of the different plasma species in the AryH discharge, at 1000 V, 0.56 torr2

and 330 K:(a) electrons;(b) Ar ions; (c) ArH ions; (d) H ions; (e) H ions; (f) H ions; (g) H atoms;(h) Ar metastableq q q q q 0 *
2 3 m

atoms;(i) fast Ar atoms. The results are presented in the commercial VG9000 glow discharge cell, in which the cathode is found0

at the left end of the figure, the other borders of the figure, as well as the front-plate(black rectangles betweenzs0.05 and 0.15
cm) are at anode potential, and the gray rectangles betweenzs0 and 0.05 cm represent the insulating ring between cathode and
anode.
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bolize the so-called ‘front-plate’ of the cell, which
is also at anode potential, whereas the gray rectan-
gles betweenzs0 and zs0.05 cm stand for the
insulating ring between cathode and anode. The
density profiles of Ar gas atoms and H molecules2

are not shown, because they are found constant
throughout the discharge. Indeed, the number den-
sity of the background Ar gas at 0.56 torr and 330
K is simply assumed constant and is calculated,
based on the ideal gas law, to be equal to
1.65=10 cm . The number density of the H16 y3

2

molecules was calculated in the H–H fluid model,2

and was also found to be roughly uniform through-
out the discharge, with a value of 1.65=1014

cm , i.e. exactly 1% of the Ar gas atom density,y3

which was given as input(initial condition) in the
model.
The number density profiles of the electrons and

the various ionic species(a–f) reach a maximum
at approximately 0.5 cm from the cathode, which
is halfway the discharge cell, in the NG. The
electron density is more or less zero in the CDS
(which ranges till approx. 0.3–0.4 cm from the
cathode, at the conditions under study), whereas
the various ion densities are characterized by low
and rather constant(but non-zero) values in this
region. The electron density(Fig. 10a) has a
maximum of almost 1.4=10 cm , whereas the11 y3

maximum Ar ion density(Fig. 10b) is approxi-q

mately 9=10 cm . These maximum values are10 y3

reached in the NG. Because the total ion density
should be equal to the electron density in the NG,
based on the quasi-neutrality condition, this means
that the Ar ions are the dominant ionic speciesq

in the plasma, at the conditions under study.
However, the ArH and H ions have also ratherq q

3

high densities, with a maximum of approximately
2.6=10 and 3=10 cm , respectively(see10 10 y3

Fig. 10c,f). The densities of the H and H ions,q q
2

on the other hand, are found to be negligible at
the conditions under study(i.e. with maximum
densities in the order of 6=10 and 4=10 cm ,6 7 y3

respectively; see Fig. 10d,e). These results are, at
least qualitatively, consistent with findings in the
literature. Indeed, it is reported in Dexter et al.
w39x and Simko et al.w40x for pure H discharges2

that H and H ions react rapidly in low-fieldq q
2

regions with H molecules to form H ions, whichq
2 3

do not fragment again, until they move into higher
field regions. H ions are, therefore, the dominantq

3

hydrogen ions in low-field H plasmas2

w39,40,90,91x. Moreover, in glow discharge mass
spectrometry(GDMS) the ArH ion intensities inq

the mass spectrum are often found of the same
magnitude or even higher than the Ar ion inten-q

sity, when small amounts of H(or H O) are2 2

added to the Ar glow dischargew7,92x. Note that
the ratios in the calculated ion densities illustrated
in Fig. 10 are also reflected back in the ratios of
the fluxes of the different ionic species.
The H atom density, as calculated in the H–0

H fluid model, was found to reach a maximum2

of nearly 2=10 cm at approximately 1 mm11 y3

from the cathode, and it decreases gradually toward
the cell walls(see Fig. 10g). When comparing to
the H density of 1.65=10 cm , this gives a14 y3

2

dissociation degree of H of approximately2

2=10 (or 0.02%). This value is lower thany4

would be expected from the maximum values of
the H and H densities, but it is obtained by2

integration of the densities over the entire dis-
charge cell, and the H atom density drops consid-
erably when moving away from the maximum
whereas the H molecules keep their high density2

throughout the entire discharge. Although the dis-
sociation degree appears to be low, it is still 1–2
orders of magnitude higher than the ionization
degree of Ar at the conditions under study(typi-
cally 10 –10 ) w88x. Moreover, in spite of thisy5 y6

low dissociation degree, the H atoms have still a
quite high density(even higher than the electrons
or any of the ionic species); hence they can be
considered as one of the major plasma species.
The Ar metastable atoms also reach a maximum

density at approximately 1 mm from the cathode,
as is illustrated in Fig. 10h. This maximum is
slightly higher (i.e. approximately 2.5=1011

cm ) than the H atom density, but the Ar meta-y3

stable atom density drops much faster to low
values in the rest of the plasma.
Finally, the fast Ar atom density is presented in

Fig. 10i. Because the fast Ar atoms are created by
collisions of fast ions(or other fast Ar atoms),
and because fast ions are only present in the CDS,
where they are accelerated by the strong electric
field, consequently fast Ar atoms are only found
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in the CDS. Indeed, they are created in this region,
and in principle they could travel to the NG, but
they will also lose their energy by collisions, and
most of them will be thermalized before reaching
the NG. This explains why the fast Ar atom density
reaches a maximum near the cathode, and is
roughly zero in the NG. Even in the CDS, the fast
Ar atom density(i.e. 1–4=10 cm ) is approx-11 y3

imately 5 orders of magnitude lower than the
background Ar gas atom density of 1.65=1016

cm . This means that as a whole the Ar atomsy3

can be considered to be thermalized. Nevertheless,
this small group of fast Ar atoms plays an impor-
tant role in the glow discharge plasma, e.g. for
fast Ar atom impact ionizationw89,93x and exci-
tation w76,88x and for sputteringw88,94x.

3.2. Production and loss processes for the different
plasma species

In order to understand better the effect of hydro-
gen on an Ar glow discharge, the various produc-
tion and loss processes for the different species in
the Ar–H discharge are investigated in some more2

detail. Table 4 presents the relative contributions,
integrated over the entire discharge volume, of the
most important production and loss processes for
the various species. Note that the plasma species
also get lost at the walls(e.g. by recombination
for electrons and ions, or by de-excitation for the
metastables). This is not explicitly counted as a
loss mechanism in the balance equations, but it is
treated as the boundary condition of the equations.
Its relative contribution to the overall loss of the
plasma species is, therefore, not included in the
table, because it is not so straightforward to esti-
mate. Nevertheless, it is expected to play a non-
negligible role. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning
that the production and loss mechanisms of the
H molecules given in Table 4 are not so important2

in absolute numbers, because they have nearly no
effect in determining the H density. Indeed, the2

H density calculated in the H–H fluid model is2 2

1.65=10 cm , which is exactly 1% of the Ar14 y3

gas atom density, as was used as input(initial
condition) in the model(see Section 3.1).

3.3. Comparison of the AryH discharge with a2

pure Ar discharge

A comparison is also made between a pure Ar
discharge and an Ar discharge with 1% H . Fig.2

11 shows the one-dimensional density profiles of
the electrons, the Ar ions and the Ar metastableq

atoms(at the cell axis, as a function of distance
from the cathode), in the Arq1% H discharge,2

compared to a pure Ar discharge(solid and dashed
lines, respectively). The densities of these species
drop considerably with the addition of 1% H(i.e.2

a factor of 1.4 for the electrons, a factor of 2 for
the Ar ions, and a factor of 2.4 for the Arq

metastable atoms). A drop in electron and Arq

ion densities was also reported in the literature
w9–11x.
The reasons for this drop become clear when

investigating the relative contributions of the var-
ious production and loss mechanisms, presented in
Table 4. For the electrons, the dominant production
is electron impact ionization of Ar, and the pro-
duction processes related to hydrogen are of minor
importance. Although the ionization of Ar might
be slightly affected through changes in the electric
field, as a result of changes in electron and ion
densities, this effect is very small. Hence, the
overall production of electrons is not really affect-
ed by the addition of H . The loss of electrons is,2

however, attributed to electron-ion recombination
with H and ArH ions. Because both ions areq q

3

not present in a pure Ar glow discharge, this
means an additional loss in the AryH discharge,2

which explains the lower electron density.
Similarly, for the Ar ions, the production isq

again mainly due to electron impact excitation of
Ar atoms, and the hydrogen-related production
mechanisms are of minor importance. As far as
the loss of Ar ions is concerned, however, H-q

atom transfer and(to a less extent) charge transfer
with H molecules are together responsible for the2

entire loss of Ar ions(except of course fromq

recombination at the walls, which is always present
as the boundary condition in the model, but which
is not explicitly counted in Table 4; see above).
These two loss processes are also typical for the
AryH discharge and are not present in the pure2

Ar discharge; hence, this explains the drop in
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Table 4
Calculated relative contributions of the most important production and loss processes of the various plasma species

Production process % Loss process %

Electrons
Electron impact ionization of Ar(39) 92.6 Recombination with H (53)q

3 61.2
Ar ion impact ionization of Ar(3)q 1.4 Recombination with ArH (51)q 38.8
Ar atom impact ionization of Ar(36)0 5.7
Electron impact ionization of H(47)2 0.3

Ar ionsq

Electron impact ionization of Ar(39) 88.6 H-atom transfer between Ar and H(5)q
2 86.3

Ar ion impact ionization of Ar(3)q 1.4 Charge transfer between Ar and H(6)q
2 13.7

Ar atom impact ionization of Ar(36)0 5.5
Charge transfer between H and Ar(13)q 2.3
Charge transfer between H and Ar(19)q

2 1.4
Charge transfer between H and Ar(24)q

3 0.3
CID of ArH by Ar (9)q 0.5

ArH ionsq

H-atom transfer between Ar and H(5)q
2 87.7 Proton transfer between ArH and H(11)q

2 94.1
Proton transfer between H and Ar(18)q

2 10.5 CID of ArH by Ar (8q9)q 3.7
Proton transfer between H and Ar(23)q

3 1.8 Electron-ArH recombination(51)q 2.2

H ionsq

CID of H ions by Ar (25)q
3 83.6 Charge transfer between H and Ar(13)q 99.6

CID of ArH by Ar (8)q 15.9 Charge transfer between H and H(17)q
2 0.4

Electron impact dissoc. ioniz. of H(48)2 0.4

H ionsq
2

Charge transfer between Ar and H(6)q
2 91.3 Proton transfer between H and Ar(18)q

2 73.6
Electron impact ionization of H(47)2 4.6 Charge transfer between H and Ar(19)q

2 25.5
CID of H ions by Ar (26)q

3 3.9 Proton transfer between H and H(20)q
2 2 0.9

Charge transfer between H and H(17)q
2 0.2

H ionsq
3

Proton transfer between ArH and H(11)q
2 99.8 CID of H ions by Ar (25q26)q

3 61.8
Proton transfer between H and H(20)q

2 2 0.2 Electron-H recombination(53)q
3 19.9

Proton transfer between H and Ar(23)q
3 14.4

Charge transfer between H and Ar(24)q
3 3.7

H atoms
Dissoc. of H by Ar * quenching(54)2 m 45.6 Recombination at the walls(56) ;100
Reflection of H , H , H and ArH atq q q q

2 3 24.1
the cathode(55)
H-atom transfer between Ar and H(5)q

2 7.9
Charge transfer between H and Ar(13)q 6.4
Electron impact dissoc. excit. of H(46)2 4.6
Electron-H recombination(53)q

3 5.4
Electron-ArH recombination(51)q 2.0
CID of ArH by Ar (9)q 2.1

H molecules2

CID of H ions by Ar (25)q
3 51.6 Dissoc. of H by Ar * quenching(54)2 m 52.5

Charge transfer between H and Ar(19)q
2 20.5 H-atom transfer between Ar and H(5)q

2 18.1
Proton transfer between H and Ar(23)q

3 15.1 Proton transf. between ArH and H(11)q
2 12.6

Electron-H recombination(53)q
3 9.4 Charge transfer between Ar and H(6)q

2 9.2
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Table 4(Continued)

Production process % Loss process %

Charge transfer between H and Ar(24)q
3 3.3 Electron impact dissoc. excit. of H(46)2 5.3

Electron impact ionization of H(47)2 2.1

Ar metastable atoms
Electron impact excitation(40) 36.6 Quenching by H (sdissoc. of H) (54)2 2 75.3
Fast Ar ion impact excitation(4)q 12.3 Quenching by electrons(58) 15.3
Fast Ar atom impact excitation(37)0 51.1 Penning ionization by Cu atoms(60) 5.3

Electron impact excit. from metast.(42) 3.2
Metastable–metastable collisions(59) 0.7

The numbers between brackets correspond to the numbers given in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 and in Tables 1–3.Note: CID stands for
‘collision-induced dissociation’.

Ar ion density. The fact that the drop in Ar ionq q

density is a bit more pronounced than the drop in
the electron density is attributed to the fact that in
the AryH discharge, also other ionic species2

beside Ar ions are present, and that the total ionq

density should be equal to the electron density in
the NG.
The production of Ar metastable atoms is attrib-

uted to electron, fast Ar ion and fast Ar atomq 0

impact excitation to the metastable levels, which
are again not affected by the addition of H . The2

major loss mechanism of the Ar metastable atoms
in the AryH discharge is quenching by H mole-2 2

cules, which is again not present in the pure Ar
discharge. Hence, this additional loss in the Ary
H discharge explains the drop in the Ar metastable2

density.
As appears from Fig. 11a,b, the CDS becomes

slightly longer in the AryH discharge. The length2

of the CDS can be deduced from the position
where the electron density starts to become non-
zero, and become more or less equal to the ion
density. The reasons for this longer CDS are the
somewhat lower Ar ion and electron densities.q

Finally, in spite of the considerable differences
in the species densities, the calculated electrical
current in the AryH discharge was only slightly2

lower than in the pure Ar discharge(i.e. 1.75 vs.
2 mA). Indeed, the somewhat lower calculated
electron and Ar ion fluxes in the AryH dischargeq

2

seem to be more or less compensated in the model
by the additional fluxes of the hydrogen-related
ions.
The changes in densities illustrated for the Ar–

H and the pure Ar discharge demonstrate that2

even small amounts of H have a significant effect2

on the discharge behavior. Hence, it is not unex-
pected that the analytical characteristics, such as
emission intensities and relative sensitivity factors
of different elements, change considerably when
traces of H (even below 1%) are present in the2

discharge, and that for reproducible analytical
results, the gas conditions(i.e. gas composition,
impurities) should also be as reproducible as
possible.

4. Conclusion

A hybrid Monte Carlo–fluid model is developed
for a dc glow discharge in Ar with 1% H . The2

species considered in the model, are the electrons,
Ar , ArH , H , H and H ions, the fast Arq q q q q 0

2 3

atoms, the H atoms and H molecules, as well as2

the Ar metastable atoms. These species are
described with a number of fluid models and
Monte Carlo models. The background Ar gas
atoms are not explicitly treated in the model, but
they are assumed to have a uniform number
density of 1.65=10 cm at the conditions under16 y3

study (based on the ideal gas law). More than 60
reactions, representing the interactions between the
various plasma species, are taken into account,
resulting in a strong coupling of the different
models.
The model is applied to a dc glow discharge

used for mass spectrometry, operating at 1000 V,
0.56 torr and 2 mA. It calculates the densities and
fluxes of the various plasma species, as well as
the relative contributions of the production and
loss mechanisms for the various species. It appears
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Fig. 11. Calculated one-dimensional density profiles of the
electrons(a); Ar ions (b); and Ar * metastable atoms(c) inq

m

the Ar discharge with 1% H added(solid lines), in compari-2

son to a pure Ar discharge(dashed lines), at the same condi-
tions as in Fig. 10.

that the electrons and the Ar ions have still theq

highest charged particle density in the plasma
(order of 10 cm ), but the densities of the11 y3

ArH and H ions are less than an order ofq q
3

magnitude lower(a few times 10 cm ) than10 y3

the Ar ion density. The H and H ions, on theq q q
2

other hand, have much lower densities(order of
10 –10 cm ), and can therefore be considered6 7 y3

negligible at the conditions under study. In spite
of a large number of production and loss processes

taken into account for the H molecules, the final2

calculated density of the H molecules is the same2

as the initial density used as input in the model,
i.e. 1% of the Ar gas atom density, or 1.65=1014

cm . This means that the production and lossy3

processes are not important enough to affect the
H density. The H atom density was calculated to2

be at maximum approximately 2=10 cm ,11 y3

which corresponds to a dissociation degree(inte-
grated over the entire discharge region) of approx-
imately 0.02%. This appears to be low, but it is
still 1–2 orders of magnitude higher than the
typical ionization degree of Ar, at the conditions
under study. Finally, the Ar metastable atom den-
sity was also in the order of 2=10 cm , at the11 y3

maximum of its profile(i.e. near the cathode), but
it drops quite rapidly to low values in the rest of
the plasma.
A comparison is also made between the AryH2

discharge and a pure Ar discharge. Both the
electron, Ar ion and Ar metastable atom densitiesq

drop considerably with the addition of 1% H to2

the Ar gas. The reason can be found in the
production and loss processes of these species.
Indeed, the production of these species is attributed
to processes such as electron, fast Ar ion andq

fast Ar atom impact ionization or excitation,0

respectively, whereas the production processes
related to H are of minor importance. Hence, the2

production of these species is nearly not affected
by the addition of H . The loss of these species,2

on the other hand, is mainly due to hydrogen-
related processes, e.g. electron-ion recombination
with H and ArH ions for the electrons, H-atomq q

3

transfer and charge transfer with H molecules for2

the Ar ions, and quenching due to H moleculesq
2

for the Ar metastable atoms. Since these processes
are typical for the AryH discharge and are not2

present in a pure Ar discharge, this means an
additional loss in the AryH discharge, which2

explains the lower densities of the electrons, Arq

ions and Ar metastable atoms.
Also for the other plasma species, the role of

the different production and loss processes was
investigated. The ArH ions are mainly createdq

by H-atom transfer between Ar ions and Hq
2

molecules, whereas the loss is mostly due to proton
transfer of ArH ions with H molecules. Theq

2
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latter process is also the dominant production
mechanism of the H ions. These two processesq

3

are very efficient, which explains the high densities
of ArH and H ions. Several processes areq q

3

responsible for the loss of H ions, of whichq
3

collision-induced dissociation, proton and charge
transfer with Ar atoms, as well as recombination
with electrons, are the most important(in relative
contributions). However, the absolute numbers of
these loss rates are not so impressive, which
explains again the rather high H ion density. Theq

3

most important production mechanism of the Hq

ions is collision-induced dissociation of H ionsq
3

by Ar atoms, but because the absolute value of
this production rate is not very high, the H ionq

density is rather low. The major loss mechanism
of the H ions is charge transfer with Ar atoms.q

The H ions are predominantly created by chargeq
2

transfer between Ar ions and H molecules, andq
2

they are mainly lost by proton or charge transfer
of H ions with Ar atoms. Because the productionq

2

process has a rather low rate coefficient and the
loss processes(especially proton transfer) are char-
acterized by a high rate coefficient, this explains
the low density of the H ions, as calculated inq

2

our model. Finally, the major production mecha-
nism of the H atoms is dissociation of H mole-2

cules by Ar metastable atoms, which appears to
be much more important than dissociative excita-
tion by electrons, as was already suggested in the
literaturew6x. Dissociation of H by Ar metastable2

atoms is also the major loss mechanism for the
H molecules, whereas collision-induced dissocia-2

tion of H ions by Ar atoms appears to be theq
3

main production process. Nevertheless, the differ-
ent production and loss mechanisms taken into
account in our model for the H molecules, have2

nearly no effect on the final calculated H density,2

which is equal to the initial H density used as2

input in our model(i.e. 1% of the Ar gas atom
density).
It can be concluded that a large number of

different processes can occur in the AryH dis-2

charge, which is much more complicated than a
pure Ar discharge. From the changes in densities
illustrated for the Ar–H and the pure Ar dis-2

charge, it is demonstrated that even small amounts

of H have a significant effect on the discharge2

behavior.
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